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Dear Students,
Congratulations, you have reached the final week of blended learning and we all look forward to resuming school
with every grade in attendance next week. In saying this, I ask that you continue to hit the finish line at pace so that
you are prepared for next week’s classes with your teachers. It is important that you return to school with all of your
weekly tasks that require submission finalised and any assessment submitted as required. As we prepare to return
next week, here are some points to be aware of:











Mr Power will email you a timetable this week. It is important that you print this and bring this to school as
some of your classrooms prior to the holidays may have changed.
It is recommended that you bring your own water bottle.
Our expectations around behaviour, attendance, uniform etc. will continue to be high. This means that your
sports uniform is worn on Monday, Wednesday and Friday and your formal uniform is worn on Tuesday and
Thursday.
Our canteen toilet facilities are currently being renovated. We will have hire toilets installed onsite which
are available to use in addition to our other toilet blocks.
Hand washing is required upon entry and exit to every classroom where these facilities exist. If there are not
handwashing facilities, then each teacher has a bottle of hand sanitiser that MUST be used on entry and exit
of every classroom.
If you have had trouble with any of your schoolwork, make sure to make some time with your teacher to go
through this. Continue to email your teachers with any questions you may have.
We are unable to hold assemblies, excursions, sporting events until further notice.
Tuckshop will be in operation as per normal.

As you prepare to transition back to schooling next week, it is important to prepare yourself for your back to school
routines through this coming week and not waiting until Sunday night. Some things that might help you to prepare
include:






waking up at the same time every day
eating regular meals
going to bed at the same time
doing some form of exercise every morning
communicating with a friend each day.

I have also included the link to your assessment planners for the rest of the term. It will be important for you to talk
with your teachers when you return as some of these dates will continue as planned and others will be adjusted.
Good luck with your learning this week, we look forward to seeing you all on Monday the 25th of May.

Mr Jones

